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PREFACE 
This report was prepared by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics 
Company-- Western Division, under NASA Contract NAS 9-9312. 
The investigation was initiated by the Manned Spacecraft Center 
of NASA, Houston, to evaluate a light-gas gun hypervelocity 
aug.mentation technique. This work was administered under the 
direction of the Meteoroid Science Branch, B. C. Cour-Palais, 
Project Manager. 
The report covers the complete work period from 24 March 1969 
through 23 May 1970. It is submitted in partial fulfillment of 
Contract NAS 9-9312 and is cataloged by McDonnell Douglas as 
MDC G0596. 
At McDonnell Douglas, Dr. J. L. Waisman, Director of Research 
and Development, and Dr. H. H. Dixon. Chief Engineer of the 
Advance Structures and Mechanical Department provided technical 
direction; G. L. Roark acted as program manager, and R. N. Teng 
was study director. 
At the Douglas Aerophysics Laboratory, M. Hahner directed the 
light-gas gun operation and R. C. Curtis supervised the 
instrumentation. 
The analysis of the constant base-pressure launch-cycle was the 
contribution of Dr. R. S. Hickman. 
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ABSTRACT 
An analysis of the interior ballistics of a constant base-pressure (C BP) gun 
is made, relating t'he muzzle velocity to p~rtitlent initial conditions in the gun. 
The specific chamber volume history required for the CBP launch cycle and 
the method of approximating the chamber volume are presented. Fifty-two 
runs have been made with the light-gas gun at the Douglas Aerophysic 
Laboratory to verify the theory and to identHy the important parameter s 
which may affect its performance. The departlU'e of the CBP theory from 
the experimental results has been identified as the friction between the 
piston and the high pressure section walls. Four types of collapsible pistons 
have been developed to meet the requirements of the CBP launch cycle. The 
collapsible-piston designs have been demonstrated to be particularly effective 
in damping out sharp pressure peaks during maximum performance runs. 
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Non-dimensional sound speed, CIC s 
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Constant of integration 
Length of piston collapse 
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w Mass, rate of flow 
x Non-dimensional distance 
x Dimensional distance 
z T: -X. or Vv; I V always a dummy variable 
p 
e 
IT 
Mass denSity 
TIT s' temperat,lre ratio 
PIPs 
Specific heat ratio 
III 
Subscripts 
i Initial loading conditions 
o Original chamber conditions 
s Initial sabot conditions 
r Recession of collapsing piston 
e Barrel entrance 
P P characteristic, or piston velocity 
c Chamber 
L Local position of gas which fir st became sonic 
q Q characteristic 
r Required for constant base pressure operations 
g Gas 
u Required times for constant base pres sure 
Superscripts 
':' Sonic conditions 
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Section 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Laboratory simulation of high velocity meteoroid impact against spacecraft 
plays an important role in the design of space hardware. The combination 
of a light-gas gun and a ballistic range provides an excellent facility for 
impact dab acquisition. Unfortunately, the maximum projectile velocity 
obtainable from such a facility falls far short of that of a real meteoroid in 
space. For this reason, considerable attention has been paid to the develop-
ment of the light-gas gun to achieve higher velocity. 
A light-gas gun usually consists of a pump tube containing a piston, a taper 
section, and a launch tube holding a model cradled in a sabot (Figure 1-1). 
Gun powder is used to accelerate the piston whi'ch in turn compresses and 
heats the pump-tube gas (usually hydrogen). When the desired pressure is 
achieved in the taper section, a diaphragm at the launch-tube entrance breaks 
and the sabot is sent down the launch tube. After the sabot leaves the muzzle 
it is separated from the model by various stripping techniques and the model 
continues into the impact area. 
To obtain maximum velocity the model should be subjected either to the 
maximum pressure (or acceleration) tolerable for structural integrity of the 
sabot and model, or the taper-section pressure should be held at its maximum 1 allowable value. In the case in which the model base pressure must be limited, 
it is clear that for a given barrel length a maximum ·~elocity will be obtained 
i 
I~ 
~ 
,i 
i 
when the base pressure is held constant at its maximum value. The gun cycle 
which accomplishes this has been given the name constant base pressure 
cycle (CBP). (References 1, Z, and 3.) 
If the breech pressure is limiting instead of the base pressure it is equally 
clear that ma:dmum velocity will be achieved by holding breech pressure 
constant. This will result in an unsteady model-base pressure and a variable 
acceler.:ltion. 
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CHAMBER 
SABOT 
BARREL 
PO\\OER 
Fi .. ,. '·1. Hypervelocity LiFt-o. Gun 
Probably the most important and practi.cn.l cycle is that in which the model 
pressure and the breech pressure must be held within specified limits so 
that during the ea.rly portion of the cycle the base pressure is held constant 
and later the breech pressure is constant. 
This report describes a mef;hod of approximating the constant base pressure 
launch cycle by various pistotl designs. 
)o"'or the purpose of simplifying discussion, the pump tube and the taper 
section will be designated as chamber. The launch tube will be represented 
by the barrel. 
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Section ~ 
THEORY OF CONSTANT BASE-PRESSURE GUN 
2. 1 SIMILARITY SOLUTION 
2. 1. I Similuity Barrel Flow 
The first launch cycle to be presented (References 1 and 2) is one in which 
the gas in the barrel moves exactly in step with the piston, and gaseous. ele-
ments de not undergo any change in pressure or temperature. This cycle is 
called the similarity solution {Reference 3). Since the velocity is assumed to 
be only a function of time and Rince the base pressure is required to be 
constant, for the sabot or for any gas particle 
v = T 
where 
v = U ICe and 
T = P A tiM C 
s s s s 
The sabot pOf:lition in the barrel is 
= 
P A 
s s 
M C 2 
s s 
x 
(2-1) 
(2-2) 
Now, in orde; that no compression or expansion waves change the base 
pressure (in fact, compression waves do reach the s .. d~Jt, but are continuously 
cancelled by the expansion fan emanating fro., it), the entire column of gas 
in the barrel must experience the same velocity given by Equation (2-1) and 
must experience an acceleration P A 1M • Using this fact, the pressure 
s s s 
distribution in the barrel can be obtained by using either Curtis' argument 
3 
(Reference 1) (an analogy with an isentropic atmosphere subjected to an 
acceleration of gravity - P A 1M ). or with the aid of the equation 
s s s 
1 ap du 
- p ax = dt = 
PA 
s s 
M 
s 
and the isentropic condition P - P Y so that 
which yields for any position x. 
(;: f = • = 11 + IV - l)[X. 
where 
11' = pIp 
s 
Y 
X jY-l 
(2-3) 
(2-4) 
(2-5) 
This equation will hold as long as the gas is isentropic. The temperature of 
the gas in the barrel is 
T e = T 
s 
1 + (Y - l)(X - X) 
s 
where the sound speed variation is also indicated. 
Z. 1. Z Barrel Entrance Conditions 
At the barrel entrance. x = 0 so that Equations (2-5) and 2-6) become 
4 
(2-6) 
(2-7) 
r 
and 
C 2 
e 
ge = zz = 
s 
1 + ('Y - 1) X 
s 
The velocity here (a~d everywhere in the barrel) is still given by 
Equation (2-1). 
(2-8) 
We can calculate the Mach number at the barrel entrance using Equations (2-1) 
and (2-8) to yield 
M = 
e 
2. 1. 3 Sonic Conditions at Barrel Entrance 
(2-9) 
The time when the flow is first sonic at the entrance is given by Equation (2-9) 
with M = 1, hence 
e 
The velocity at which the flow is sonic at the entrance is just 
1 
v* = T* = (3 :'Y)2 
and the location of the sabot when sonic flow is achieved is 
x* = 
s 
1 
3 - 'Y 
(2-10) 
(2-11) 
(2-12) 
Finally, the pressure at the barrel entrance is, using Equation (2-7) and (2-12) 
'Y 
n* = (_2_) '( -1 
e 3 - 'Y (2-13) 
5 
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l, 
Observe that for large time, Equation (2-9) yields for V = 7/5 
LimM = Vv : 1 = 2. 24 T-co e (2-14) 
So that for isentropic flow, the flow at the barrel entrance must eventually 
be supersonic. In the case of a fixed- geometry chambered gun this is 
impossible with an area decrease since when M = 1 the flow will choke. 
e 
2. 1.4 Barrel Conditions After Sonic Flow 
For similarity flow. after the flow at the barrel entrance becomes sonic. the 
flow will choke and sonic conditions will be maintained thereafter. Now the 
question is how the gas in the chamber must be processed to maintain the 
required steady acceleration in the barrel and at the same time produce 
sonic flow at the entrance. 
The flow between the chamber and the barrel entrance will still be isentropic 
so that. once the barrel conditions are found, the chamber conditions will 
follow. 
For the similarity solution it still is required that the velocity everywhere 
be given by Equation (2-1); however. now the barrel entrance temperature 
must be 
(2-15) 
In order that the flow at the entrance be sonic. 
Using Equation (2-1) we have 
(2-16) 
6 
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Consider a small element of gas which .:>ntered the barrel at an arbitrary 
time, T', where T' > T):c (Figure 2-1). The distance, X', traveled into the 
barrel by that element of gas is just 
X I = V dt = T - T I i T 2 2 T' 2 (2-17) 
The temperature of the element of gas at X' is given by Equation (2-16) with 
T = T'. The temperature of the gas must not change since the flow is 
assumed similar and V = V(T) only. If the pressure (hence temperature) 
~ .. 
of a gas element were to change because of a compression or ex{)andon wave, 
the local acceleration would change and V = V(T, x). Therefore, we can 
find the temperature in the gas at the point X'. This is done by observing 
that the gas element at X, entered the barrel at T' and the required value of 
e is from Equation (2-16). 
e'(x') = T,2 
Using Equation (2-17) for T,2, Equation (2-18) becomes 
~ or 
9'(X') = T2 _ 2X' 
9(X) = 2(X - X') 
s 
(2-18) 
(2 -19) 
(2-20) 
The pressure gradient along the tube still must produce the required accelera-
tion so that Equation (2-3) still holds, and using the ideal gas law, P = pRT, 
Equation (2-3) and the ideal gas law can be combined to yield 
dP 
dX 
P sAs ....E.. 
- - M RT 
s 
and then using Equation (2-20) and using nondimensiona1 variables 
7 
I 
I 
~ 
d'IT Ydx 
- 'IT = Z(X - X) 
s 
and we can finally write 
Y 
-2 
* 
[
XL dX 
(X - X) 
-0 s 
(Z-Z 1) 
(Z-ZZ) 
where the limits express the fact that only the gas entering the barrel after 
T = T* obeys Equation (Z-ZO). The notation Xt indicates that one must 
integrate only to the local position of the gas which first became sonic. Note 
that if X were left in the terms of T that Equation (Z-ZZ) is independent of T 
s 
and the same results would hold. The pressure gradient between fluid 
elements is indE'pendent of T or X. Equation (Z-ZZ) is easily integrated to 
s 
yield 
We know from Equation (Z-Z) that X = T Z /Z and from Equation (Z-15) 
s 
'IT* = I._Z_) Y /Y - 1 
\3 - Y 
(Z-Z3) 
Of course, the position of the gas exhibiting this pressure will move down 
the barrel. 
Finally, we need Xt-
(Z-Z4) 
8 
i 
i 
! 
Then 
x 
s 
Xs - XL 
= T2 (3 _ Y) 
2 
Finally, the pressure at the barrel entrance is obtained by combining 
E~uations (2-26), (2-2), (2-15) and (2-23). 
IT = (_2_ Y /Y -l(l)Y 
e 3-Y) T* 
and since V = T 
= (_2_) Y -: 1 (l)Y 
lTe 3 - Y V* 
Combining Equations (2-15) and (2-11) we get 
I The entropy of a perfect gas may be written as 
s - S 
e s 
R 
Y 
= Y _ 1 in e - in tr 
hence, using Equations (2-28) and (2-29) 
Y 
Y ~( V)2 l ] 2 ) Y-T( V)Y 
= Y _ 1 in U V* 3 _ Y - in(3 - Y V* 
s - S 
e s 
it 
9 
(2-25) 
(2-26) 
(2-27) 
(2-28) 
(2-29) 
(2-30) 
(2-31) 
or 
S - S 
_e __ = 
R 
v3-'In V '~.tnV* (2.-32.) 
Now V > V* and 'I (~ : '11) > 0, hence, the specific entropy at the barrel 
entrance and, hence, in the chamber, must increase in time after V = v* 
for the similarity cycle. Thus, {or a chambered gun it is impossible to 
construct a constant base-pressure similarity cycle unless the entropy in 
the chamber grows in time after sonic flow is first achieved at the barrel 
entrance. 
1£, instead of maintaining a constant entrance barrel area, the area of the 
barrel at its entrance is decreased by some mechanical means, it is con-
eivablt: that the isentropic condition could be maintained, especially in 
light of the fact that the isentropic barrel entrance Mach number exhibits a 
limit of 2..2.4. (Even though the Mach number exhibits a limit, both the 
velocity and the chamber temperature increase without limit). The required 
entropy behavior was first pointed out in Reference 3. 
2..2. SIMILARITY -UNSTEADY SOLUTION 
2..2.. 1 Bf.rrel Conditions for Isentropic Constant Base-Pressure Flow 
As was shown in Section 2.. 1.4, the specific entropy of the gas entering the 
barrel after sonic flow is achieved must increase if a similarity solution is 
to be followed. If the entropy is specified to be constant the similarity solu-
tion must be abandoned and the properties of fluid elements must be allowed 
to change after entry into the barrel. Figure 2.-1 is an X, t, plot for a con .. 
stant base cycle. The sabot curve is, of course, a parabola. As the sabot 
moveS to the right in the barrel it creates expansion waves which travel to 
tl~e left. At the sabot's rear face, compression waves must be arriving in 
just the proper fashion to reflect in a way that will maintain constant base-
pressure. In fact, in the similarity solution, any element of gas has passing 
through it infinite trains of right running and left running waves which 
accelerate it unsteadily without changing the fluid elements, temperature, 
or pressure. 
10 
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Figure 2·1. Relationship between Sabot and Gaseous Elements After Choking Occun 
It is possible to achieve constant base-pressure at the sabot if the flow field 
is governed by the similarity solution until sonic flow is achieved, and if the 
sonic entrance condition is coupled to a critical characteristic by an unsteady 
expansion in which fluid elements do not experience constant acceleration or 
pressure. We will choose to maintain the flow between the sabot and the 
Q characteristic which passes through the sonic point on the X-T diagram 
and which bounds an unsteady expansion thereafter. 
For a Q characteristic we nave 
= V - a (2-33) 
and along the limiting characteristic we know that 
v = T (2-34) 
11 
since the flow to the right is in the similarity ZOlle, and the nondimensional 
sound speed is 
1 
a = [1+ (y - I)(~Z - x)t 
hence, 
dXI dT 
Now, if 
Z 
dZ 
<iT 
q 
= 
= 
1 
= T _ [1+ (y _ I) (~Z - xW 
TZ z· X 
T dX 
. err 
w!-.ich integrates reatiily to 
where G is a constant of integration. 
(2-35) 
(2-36) 
(Z-37) 
(2-38) 
For the Q characteristic passing through X = 0 when sonic flow begills, we 
have T = b ~ y ) 1/2 and Equation 2 - 38) can be a Tranged to yield the equation 
for the critical (;ha~acteristic 
1 [ (Y -1 y3:Y.)Z] T2 X = -- 1. -- T + -- +-q Y- 1 2 2 2 (2-39) 
This characteristic is plotted in Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2·2. X·T Diagram of Sabot Launched with Similarity·Unl18ady Cyde 
The flow in the region between this limiting characteristic and the origin 
must be obtained using unsteady characteristics. The characteristic Bolutiun 
need be solved only once since X and Tare nondimensionalized to include 
P A 1M. The characteristic field in the unsteady zone of Figure 2.-1 has 
s s s 
bo~n computed on an IBM 162.0. The desired result is the barrel entrance 
velocity (or sound speed, since the flow is choked) as a function of time. 
This, coupled to the similarity solution for the subsonic flow, provides a 
time history of entrance velocity which will provide constant sabot 
base-pressure. 
The details of the unsteady flow computations are quite straightforward. 
Suitable increments in time are chosen, and the Riemann invariants for 
left waves (P wave) are computed along the critical Q characteristic separat-
ing the similarity and unsteady zones. The first point on the sonic entrance 
is computed by averar,:ng the physical slope of the first P wave from the 
first point on the Q characteristic computed at the Q wave, and at the origin. 
Since the common value of P is known, and since at the entrance V = a, the 
slope of a P wave at that point is easily computed. Once the first sonic 
13 
point is known, a Q wave is generated in the unsteady region. The first 
point on this Q wave to the right of the origin will give the values at X = 0 
f.Jr the next time calculated as above. This procedure is follo··Ned until a 
sufficient history of the flow at X = 0 is kllown. , 
Figure Z-3 is a plot of the entrance conditions as a function of time. For 
T' < T* the flow is governed by similarity equations. After T > T* the 
unsteady-characteristics soh'.tion holds. As can be seen in Figure Z-3, 
the unsteady effect requires slightly higher oound 3peed, and co .. lIiderably 
lower velocity at the inlet. The gas entering after T* accelerates unsteadily 
in the barrel. 
Z. Z. Z Barrel Entrance Conditions for the Coupled Similarity - Unsteady 
Cycle 
For T < T* the barrel entrance velocity is given by Eyuation (Z-l) and the 
entrance sound speed by Eyuaiion (Z-8). For T > T* the entrance velocity 
is given from the numerical solution shown in Figure Z-Z. 
The req~rerl f!ntrance conditions are shown in Figure Z-3. 
3 ~------------__ ----------~------------__ ---------------_ 
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/ 
/ 
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°O~-------------~--------------~2------------~3~----------~4 
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Z. Z. 3 Mass Flow Into the Barrel (T < T .) 
sonic 
The mass flow rate into the barrel is 
w = p U A 
e e .. 
and the total mass flow into the barrel is 
w = it wdt 
which, using Equations (Z-l) and (2-5) with X = 0, becomes 
or 
W 
M 
I 
£T[ jA = 'V 1 + -7-l T2 o T dT 
- 1 
Note that this can be written using Equation (2-7) as 
W 
M = p Ip - 1 e s 
s 
2.2. 4 Mals Flow Into the Barrel for .Similarity - Unlteady Cycle 
(T > T sonic;) 
Equation (2-40) still holds for mass flow into the barrel after T = T*. 
However, the quadrature 
t 
W = r w dt 
"0 
(2-4(,) 
(2-41) 
(2-4Z) 
(2-43) 
cannot be solved in closed form since U = U (t) 11 not in closed form. We 
e e 
can relate pIp. to V since, 
e s 2 
pIp is equal to a 'V - 1 • 
e s e 
in thie cycle, the now ie still isentropic and 
15 
Then, using the fact that Ve = a
e 
w = 
M 
s 
T Vtl 
w* + vi V V-I dT M e 
s T* 
(Z-44) 
where V is obtained from Figure Zw3. Figure Z-4 is a plot of the mass 
e 
required for the similarity-unsteady composite cycle assuming that all the 
gas is in the barrel at T. For V = 7/5, ~~~ is 6, so that: grows rapidly 
with V • s 
e 
It is of interest to note that even though the entrance velocity after sonic 
conditions is lower for the composite cycle, the density is higher, and the 
required mass for a given time of constant base pressure will be higher than 
for the similarity cycle. 
The time of disturbance arrival at the sabot can be calculated by considering 
the path of a P wave in the similarity region. In this region 
a+V 
(Z-45) 
or, again letting Z = TZ /Z - x and performing the required integrations for 
a P wave. 
(Z-46) 
where G is a constant for any P wave and Equation (Z-46) describes the p 
trajectory on the X-T plane of a P wave. 
We can find G from the equation for the Q wave bounding the similarity p 
region from the unsteady region. Using Equation (Z-39) 
16 
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(2-47) 
and upon substitution into Equation (~-45) and using the observation that at 
1 2 the sabot,::;, T = X , we have 
&;. su p 
T = 2 T + _2_['./3 -'( -1] p q '(-1 2 (2-48) 
This equation allows one to relate the time of constant pressure behavior Tp' 
to the time that matched inlet conditions are required. In other words, to 
maintain constant base for T p time, Equation (2-48) provides the value of 
T which then can be found from the numerical solutions. The time required 
q 
to maintain the entrance conditions to achieve a time T of constant base-p 
pressure is shown in Figure 2-5. 
3 
2 
o 
o 
/ 
./ 
2 4 
V 
T.u - TIME REQUIRED AT ENTRANCE 
T.u - TIME OF STEADY CONDITIONS AT SABOT 
NOTE: TO OBTAIN A NONDIMENSIONAL SPEED 
OF 4 II.E., 40.000 fpa IF ~. 10,000 fpat, 
T. ·4 AND T.u - 2.1 A REQUIRED u 
8 8 
Figure 2-6. Conauint a.. Pressure Duration Vs Duration of Required En1rInce Conditions 
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2. 2. 5 Chamber Conditions 
2.2.5. 1 Chamber Temperature and Pressure (T < T*) 
It is assumed that the flow between the chamber and the barrel is isentropic 
and quasi steady with A > > A. Then the steady energy equation yields 
c s 
C T = C T +lu 2 pcp e 2 e (2-49) 
Note that this equation covers both the similarity and similarity - unsteady 
cycles. 
Now divide Equation (2-49) by C T and limit the discussion to isentropic p s 
barrel flow (T < T*, X < X . ) and 
s s sonlC 
e = e +.Y....:-1. y 2 (2-50) 
c e 2 e 
and from Equation (2-8) and the fact that X = y212, 
e = 1 + (Y - 1) y2 (2 - 51) 
C 
or 
(2-52) 
Using the isentropic condition. 
1T C = (1 + 2 (y - 1) X s ] Y Iy - 1 (2 - 5 3) 
The gas within the chamber is assumed to behave isentropically. Then 
p v Y = p v Y 
e c s 0 (2-54) 
where v is the specific volume in the chamber when the sabot is released. 
o 
Let the initial charge of gas in the chamber be W. Then v = V IW • 
o 0 0 0 
v = V Iw , and 
c c c 
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Wc =M Wo _It 
Ms s 0 
dt 
w-M 
s 
where the last term on the right is given by Equation (Z-4l). 
that 
p 
= ~ 
"'0 P 
s 
LV M)Y Lv ~ [ 
= ~ w: = ~I 1 
or, using Equations (Z-4Z) and (Z-53) 
v 
~ 
V 
c 
1 
[ 1Y-1 1 + (Y _ 1) T Z 
M it 
_ --I ..l!. 
W 0 M o s 
Z. Z. 5. Z Chamber Volume Behavior (T > T*) 
For the combined cycle the flow at the entrance is sonic and 
and 
or 
Tc Y+1 T = -Z-
e 
20 
(Z-55) 
Then we see 
(Z-56) 
(Z-57) 
(Z-58) 
(Z-59) 
(Z-60) 
, 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I-
I 
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l 
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The velocity at the entrance is given by Figure 2-3 and is equal to the sound 
speed hence we write Equation (2-60) as 
1Tc = 
[ V + 1] V/V-1 
ge 2 (2 -61) 
y 
[v. z V ~ 1 ] 'V - 1 1Tc = (2-62) 
• I Z Z 
sInce a = V = 9. 
e 
t 
The term 1 w ~: is obtained from Figure 2-4. 
M 
It should be noted at this point that the ratio WS appears as a free parameter 
o 
and may be varied. Note that 2'V 1 for 'V = 715 is 7 and the chamber pressure 
'V -
grows rapidly with V. The behavior of V is then for T > T* 
e 
M 1 T w dt Ms I T* w dt 1 __ 8 ~- W M 
Wo T* 8 0 0 S 
(2-63) 
: It is also of interest to compute the rate of chamber volume decrease. Then 
from Equation (2-56) 
1 
_~p c~-'i M s JL 
P W M 
s 0 s 
and for T < T* 
P I J 'V/'V-l 
---S. = 1 + ('V- 1) T2 P 
s 
21 
M 
s 
- Wo t (2-64) 
o 
(2-65) 
" -
The variations of P Ip is plotted in Figure 2-6. 
c s 
Then 
P 
d p
c 
]1I'V-1 -d-=-::T~s;;.. = 2 Y T [1 + (Y - 1) T2 
hence, for T < 1'* 
V dv' 
----.2. = dT 
1 
_ [I + (Y - 1) T2 r Y -1 Ms W WM 
u 
2-Y V [ 2)~ 
- 2T ~ 1 + (Y - 1) T 
o 
(2-66) 
(2-67) 
Equation (2-67) indicates that the rate of volume decrease must begin at zero 
and increase thereafter. This behavior also is apparent in Figure 2-7 which 
is a volume time history for two cases of W 1M = CD and 7.5. The curves 
o s 
differ little except that the finite mass case terminates. Equation (2-67) 
holds for T < T*. The complete similarity - unsteady cycle volume behavior 
must be obtained from Equation (2-63) for T > T*. The fact that the rate 
of volume decrease begins at zero indicates a fundamental difficulty 
encountered in real two-stage light-gas guns, if these guns achieve their 
initial pressure, P , by compressing initially cold gas with a moving piston. 
s 
For true constant base-pressure operation, this piston must follow the 
curves in Figure 2-7 by coming to a halt, then reaccelerating and finally 
slowing during the final stage. For a fixed geometry piston the volume 
history curve must be approximated by a single line starting at V IV = I 
c 0 
and decreasing in an approximately linear fashion. This behavior is shown 
in Figure 2-8. Although no ... specifically mentioned by early authors, the 
tapered chamber to barrel transition section probably allows the rate of 
'voh',:,o~ decrease to change at the end of the stroke. If the piston can be 
22 
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T 
Figure 2-8. CMmber PnIIure History for Simhrlty.tJnl'tlady Cycle 
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Figure 2·7. CMmber Volume V. Time 
constructed so that its forward face recedes for a nondimensional tirn~ T of 
about O. 15 and then stops collapsing and proceeds at a constant V IV IdT of 
c 0 
O. 589 until the taper is enc\)W1tered a.t T of 1. 5, a close approximation of the 
constant base-pressure cycle cal' be achieved. As yet. we have not pre-
scribed the initial piston velocity. This can be obtained and the initial gas 
loading is known. 
The base pressure. P • and temperature. T • are determined by structural 
s s 
limitations on the sabot. If a maximum value of T sand PI are selected as 
well as the final sabot velocity. the initial chamber conditions can be 
determined. If the gas in the chamber is compressed isentropically from 
room temperature we have 
P. = P (T .1 T ) '11'1-1 
1 s 1 S (Z-68) 
The minimum mass of gas in the chamber can be obtained from Figure Z-4 
for a given V (V = T) and using the ideal gas law 
:-.~=-~-.­
... !:~-;~-~~ .. -.~~:.=:±/ 
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Then we have 
no = V. 
1 
WR'l' i 
P. 
1 
The chamber volume at the release of the sabot is 
1 
(T~)Y-1 = V. T 1 S v o 
(2-69) 
(2-70) 
(2-71) 
The required piston velocity is obtained from the requirement that d Vi I V 0 I dT 
be -0. 589. Then, since 
or 
d V IV 
c 0 
dT 
U A M C 
"C 8 S P A 
o 8 S 
d(V IV ) IdT i8 -0.589. 
c 0 
(2-72) 
(2-73) 
All tp.rms except Up are known. When Up is found, the dhtance of front face 
rece88ion i. 
L = U • t P r (2-74) 
where 
M 
t = T • • r r PA (2-75) 8 8 
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Table 2 -1 contains some typical calculations. 
Table 2-1 
2 IN. PUMP TUBE, 5/16 IN. BARREL 
Base Pressure (P ) 
s 
Base Temperature (OR) 
Initial Tcmrerature (OR) 
Model Mas s (gm) 
Gas Mass, W (gm) 
Pump Tube ! .... ength (ft) 
Diaphragm Burst Length (in.) 
Crush Length (in.) 
Nontapel' Length (in. ) 
Initial Pump Gas Pressure (psi) 
Barrel Length (ft) 
Pump Piston Speed (ft/sec) 
Maximum Pump Pressure (psi) 
35,000 
8,000 
2,870 
540 
0.2 
1.25 
6.9 
2.82 
0.252 
2.26 
23.2 
13.5 
625 
170,000 
27 
Terminal Velocity (fps) 
40,000 
8,000 
2,870 
540 
0.2 
1.90 
23.9 
4.33 
0.38G 
3.84 
23.2 
17.7 
961 
256,000 
45,000 
8,000 
2,870 
540 
0.2 
2.56 
31.8 
5.76 
0.515 
4.62 
23.2 
1,280 
384,000 
50,000 
8,000 
2,870 
540 
0.2 
3.56 
44.3 
8.03 
0.719 
6.44 
23.2 
1,780 
576,000 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED. 
Section 3 
DESCRIP1ION OF EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
3. 1 BALLISTIC RANGE A 
The DA! Ballistic Range A is a two- stage light-gas gun coupled to a blast 
receiver, an instrument sectlon, and an impact chamber. A discussion of 
each component of the A range follows, beginning with the powder chamber 
and ending down range at the impact chamber. Figure 3-1 shows the general 
arrangement of the DAL Ballistic Range A. 
3. 1. 1 Powder Chamber 
The A-Gun powder chamber is a thick-walled cylindrical high-pre~sure 
vessel with an inside diameter of 4.25 in. and 11. 5-in. long. This gives an 
internal volume of approximately 163 cu in. A central red supports the 
powder bag, a muslin container for the gun-powder and the initiating squibs. 
Electrical connectors pass through the breech pl\lg providing a trigger circuit 
to fire the gun. 
3. 1. 2 Pump Tube 
Two interchangeable pump tubes are available with the A-Range. These tubes 
are identical except for inside diameter. The larger of the two has a 2-in. 
ID, the other a I.5-in. ID. Both tubes are heavy-wall high-pressure tubes 
20-ft long. At the upstream end these tubes have prOvision for installing a 
Lexan diaphragm to separate the powder chamber from the pump tube. The 
strength of the diaphragm helps control the powder chamber combustion 
pressure. There is a provision in both pump tubes for measuring the piston 
velocity by using a shorting pin technique. Both pump tubes share a common 
purge and gas-fill system. Connector flanges are common to both pump 
tubes. 
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3. 1. 3 Taper 5",,,,tion 
Two interchangeable high-pressure taper sections are available for A-gun use. 
These taper sections match the corresponding 1.5- and 2-in. ID pump tubes" 
The larger 2-in. ID taper section is made of two individual pieces. The two-
, 
piece feature facilitates piston removal after a shot. Both taper sections 
have a liner insert in the high pressure region. When the interior of the 
high pressure region erodes beyond use, the liner insert is machined out and 
a new one installed. This liner-insert feature eliminates replacement of the 
entire taper section as the erosion progresses. Both taper sections haVE' a 
converging conical ID in the high pressure region. The apex or the converging 
cone terminates at an ID of .375 in. There is provision at the downstream 
end of the taper section for a high lJressure diaphragm. The bursting strength 
of this diaphragm is the major control on model acceleration. 
3. 1.4 Launch Tube 
The DAL A-Gun uses a split-c1amp-and-liner configured launch tube. New 
liners may be installed by unbolting the halves of the split clamp. This 
provides a relatively easy way to change launch tube c .. meter and also to 
replace eroded launch tubes. The launch tube ID can be varied from. 2 in. 
to .375 in. depending upon which liner is used. Nominal launch tube length 
is 12 ft. 
3. 1. 5 Blast Receiver 
The A-Range blast receiver is made of 12-in. nominal diameter standard 
pipe. The blast receiver is approximately 9 ft long. Access to the inside of 
the blast receiver is through three 12-in. dia hinged closures. Instrumenta-
tion ports are provided at two stations in the blast receiver. One station is 
nominally used for flash X-ray and th~ other is used for a phototube pickup. 
3. 1.6 Instrumentation Section 
The instrumentation section is fabricated from 12 in. nominal diameter 
standard pipe. Tht: instrumentation section is approximately 9 ft long. There 
are six instrumentation stations within this section. These stations will 
accommodate 3 X-ray stations, 3 photo-tube model detector stations, and 
2 shadowgraph stations. All instrumentation ports are fabricated from 
standard pipe nanges. 
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3.1.7 Impact Chamber 
The impact chamber is an octagonal tank of approximately 18 in. dia and 
35 in. long. Windows are fitted to each of the flats of the impact chamber 
wall. The windows are used for X-ray or optical study of target impact. The 
impact tank is connected to the instrument section with a quick-disconnect 
coupling. This coupling and a hinged closure at the downstream end of the 
impact chamber allow easy access to the target. Vacuum connections on the 
impact chamber provide a means of evacuating the impact chamber, instrument 
section, and blast receiver. A thick removable catcher is fitted to the down-
stream end of the impact chamber to stop the model flight. 
3.2 RANGE "A" INSTRUMENTATION 
3.2. I Model Detection System 
The range" A" instrument section contains three model detection stations 
spaced at intervals of 3.5 ft. A set of 6-in. dia windows immediately down-
stream from each model detection station provide access to the flight corridor 
for optical or radiographic instrumentation. For this particular test, flash 
X-ray was positioned at stations one and three to provide accurate velocity 
measurement and model integrity information. 
The model detector s are el<..ctro optical devices that sense light from the 
luminous gas cap, when present, or from reflected light supplied by an 
auxiliary light screen. A photomultiplier views the model corridor through 
an optical system that limits sensitivity to a region 1/4-in. thick across the 
flight path. As the projectile crosses this 1/4-in. screen, light from the 
projectile reaches the photomultiplier, generating an electrical pulse. This 
pulse passes through a wideband line-matching amplifier and then on to the 
control room. Position accuracy of the system is :i:1/4-in., and the rise 
time of the electronics is 50 nanoseconds. Figure 3-2 shows a typical record 
l..t'the outputs of the model detecticn system 
3.2.2 Flash X-ray System 
Radiographs at stations one and three are accomplished with field-emission 
type flash X-ray equipment operating at 105 kv with a duration of 70 ns. 
Film casettes are placed against the window on one side of the instrument 
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RUN NO. B42-23
SWEEP SPEED 50µ SEC/CM
DETECTOR SPACING 3.5 FT
PROJECTILE VELOCITY = 27,500 FT/SEC
Figure 3-2. Oscilloscope Record o f
. Model Detection System
section, with an X-ray head at the center of the window • opposite, and spaced
away two feet. A reference line on the X-ray film serves as a position
reference (Figure 3-3 shows typical X-ray recurd).
X-ray triggering is accomplished by the pulse from the adjacent model
detector via a delay unit %\-hich delays the triggering signal the proper number
of microseconds to allow the projectile to travel from the model detector to
the center of the X-ray viewing window- (about 10 inches). The X-ray flash
records on film the exact position of the projectile while an electronic time
interval meter records the exact tin e of the flash (to t0. 1 µsec). The dura-
tion of the flash is sufficiently shirt to stop the motion of the projectile which,
at a speed of 30, 000 fps, rnoves approximately . 020 inches during the 70 nano-
second exposure.
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The velocity of the projectile is determined by dividing the distance traveled
(established from the X-ray films) by the elapsed time between the tN%-o
exposures. The accuracy of these measurements is such that velocity is
determined to t0. 2%.
3.2. 3 Su erducer
Progress in improving the performance of a light-gas gun would be enhanced
if it were possible to measure the breech pressure during the complete launch
cycle. To this end DAL designed and built a Superducer capable of linear
response to 290, 000 psi without damage. The device is basically a high-
pressure tapered-seal fitting with two coaxial stems housing the quartz
pressure sensing elements at the tip. This transducer was completed late in
the program and installed on the gun for run No. 14. Pressures were higher
than anticipated (above 300, 000 psi) and the transducer failed internally during
the launch. Within its intended range the device worked well.
Figure 3-3. Typical X•Ray Record
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Section 4 
DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
4.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION 
In the conventional two- stage light-gas gun, the gas driving the prl)jectile is 
brought to its final high pressure and high temperature through the use of a 
single moving piston. This piston travels down a pump tube containing a low-
molecular-weight driver gas, such as hydrogen or helium, initially at low 
pressure. The piston compresses the gas raising both its temperature and 
pressure. Attached to the downstream end of the pump tube is a launch tube 
containing the projectile which is subsequently driven by this compressed gas. 
Once the projectile moves down the launch tube, the pressure behind it will 
remain at a near constant level only if the pressure of the gas in the pump 
tube continues to increase at a certain rate. The rate must be properly 
adjusted for a given gun and projectile, otherwise, either the pressure behind 
the projectile will decrease, resulting in failure to achieve desired velocity, 
or the pressure may become too high, resulting in model and/or gun structural 
failure. Obviously, when the projectile is still near the breech, the pressure 
of the pump tube must rise slowly. Later, when the projectile is farther along 
the launch tube and is moving faster, the pressure must rise more rapidly. 
Fer a given piston kinetic energy, a :i.ght piston moves at a relatively high 
speed, such that the projectile will experience too high a pressure at the 
beginning of the launch cycle. This can be corrected somewhat by decreasing 
piston velocity and increaSing piston mass, but then, although the model feels 
the correct pressure at the beginning, the piston will be stopped too quickly 
and the pressure behind the model will be too low at the far end of the barrel. 
In the theory developed in Section 2, constant base-pressure launch cycle may 
be approximated if the chamber volume history can be produced as required 
by Figure 2-8. The requirement dictates the movement of the front end of 
the piston. 
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At the beginning of the launch cycle (immediately after the diaphragm rupture) 
the piston should have zero velocity. After the projectile is set into motion, 
the piston is required to travel at a given near-constant speed for a period as 
indicated in Figure Z-8. The history of piston deceleration on projectile 
velocity after the constant speed period is very small. 
Figure 4-1 depicts a piston satisfying the above requirements. The operating 
principle is as follows: in place of the conventional, single, heavy piston 
used in two-stage light-gas gun operation, a variable-speed piston assembly 
is used. As the piston assembly travels down the pump tube, the gas pressure 
in front of the piston assembly continues to rise until the diaphragm at the 
breech ruptures and 1aunciling of the projectile commences. The shear disc 
assembly which pushes against the front section of the piston will then fail at 
a designed stress level along a controlled failure area. The failure of the 
shear disc temporarily disconnects the front piston from the rear one which 
comprises the majority of the total piston weight. A short tim/" later, the 
rear piston catches up with the front piston to further compress the driving 
gas. Thus, the ideal piston time-position relationship can be approached. 
SHEAR-DISC ASSEMBLY 
Figure 4-1. Piston Astembly With Typical Collapsible Mechanism 
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To ill:.4:;trate the concept of a collapsible piston further, a family of hypothetical 
ch'imber pressure histories is shown in Figure 4-2. It can be shown for a 
given light-gas gun, projectile, and propellant the obtainable muzzle velocity 
is a function of the projectile base-pressure (which is directly related to the 
chamber pressure). The values identified in Figure 4-2 are believed to be 
typical in a two- stage light-gas gun operation. 
Line 1 represents the reservoir pressure history of a constant projectile 
base pressure (12.000 psi) launch cycle. The muzzle velocity achieved is 
23.000 fpso Line 2 is the pressure history of a non-constant base-pressure 
solid-piston shot. The peak pressure experienced by the projectile is 
30.000 psi and the muzzle velocity is 31,000 fps. Line 3 represents a 
potentially maximum velocity solid-pi.ston launch cycle of 40,000 fps. Char-
acteristically, a sharp pressure spike occurs at the early part of thi3 type of 
launch cycle. This spike can permanently damage the gun components as well 
as fracture the projectile. 
4O,OOOfpa 
~ T COLLANING ) 
PMAX~-----~--+-~~~--------------------~ 
~ 
iii 
II: 
i 
iii 
f ESTIMATED 
PROJECTILE LIMIT 
o 
Figure 4-2. Chlmber Pressure VI Time 
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To minimize the pressure spike and yet retain a l5ufficiently high prelSure of 
long duration in the chamber so that a high muz~~le velocity can be achieved 
without damaging the gun, lines 4 and 5 mup" be followed. The level 
portions of the lines 4 and 5 show the effects of using a coUapling mecha-
nism in the piston assemblies (Figure 4-1). In tile above case the collapsing 
mechanism portions are made of aluminum glan-reinforced epoxy (Scotchply) 
and steel with the respective co11apsing pressures at 24,000 psi, 20, \)00 psi, 
and 50,000 psi. Lint'" 4 yields a muzzle velocity of 26,000 fps, line (5) 
yields 32, 000 fps. 
The dashed lines 3* and 4* in Figure 4-2 represent families of pre88ure 
histories for which various col1apsing times are incorporated. The collapsing 
, time 3 decrease toward the left while the muzzle velocities increase toward 
40,000 and 31. 000 fps respectively. 
The expe,,'lmental program described in the following sections was, specifica11y 
designed to verify the constant base-pressure launch-cycle and the cycles as 
indicated in Figure 4-2. 
4. 2 PISTON VELOCITY CALIBRATION 
In order to control the experiment, piston velocities must be held within a 
close tolerance (2:5 percent). Runs No. I through 8 (Table 4-1) were fired to 
calibrate the piston velocity under various loading conditions. After run No. 4 
it was discovered that the piston, ballasted by a lead cylinder (3180 8m) had 
rebounded into the pump tube. This phenomena, coupled with a measured low 
muzzle-velocity, caused considerable concern. 
In runs 4 through 8, lead slurries (wax plus lead pellets) were substituted 
for the lead cylinder. Although the muzzle velocities were sti11 far below 
computed velocities, the piston rebounding was comparatively less than in 
the first three runs. 
4.3 CONSTANT-PRESSURE LAUNCH-CYCLE 
To verify the theory developed in Section 2, calculations similar to those 
tabulated in Table 2-1 were developed. The desired projectile velocity wal 
30,000 fps. Other loading parameters can be founu in Table 4-1 (runs 9 
through 12). The muzzle velocities in this series never exce~-\ed 20,000 fps. 
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~o. Datf'! 
jo .. 8~69 0.5171 l.OO I 50 
10-17-691 0.5171 Z.OO 50 
10·Z 1-69 0.517 l.OO 50 
10~2:1~6.9 0.517 l.OO 50 
10·ll -6'1 0.517 l.no ,0 
10-31-69 0.517 l.OO 50 
JI .. b-b9 0.517 l.OO 50 
11-7 -i,9 0.51712.00 <;0 
? 111-11-6?1 O. )Ill l.OO 15 
10 111-18-&91 O.llli l.OO 15 
II \l1-1I-6~: ('.Jlli l.OO 10 
Table 4-1 
SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS 
---r-----------------------------
Piston Proj~ctile 
r-- ------------r-----------------, 
~ TJf'si)Z:" :Ma,;.s .1 
. I"::~~n~ 150 
Velocity 
'fpsl 
l,lOO 
.\tass 
(eran!) 
0.85 
Ma.h~ria) 
Po'l:eth.,.!tmf> 
Leni:to" 
lin. ) 
O.l=;9 
Dia 
lin. ) 
0.517 
Velodty 
Ifps) 
.!-I-.OOO 
. e!'l~ Obi.,.. .. :! it:e (-vrnnl"'"nt!'l 
• T') sha.lq~ rio .... n r"l .. 'F~roit"("tile l-It,h' 
n, VI. £un Pi!"lton vt"iocit.,. obI i\l"l~r] 
Lead 
ISIl 3.180 :Same as Run 1':0. 
150 1. 180 I Same as Run 'So. lY5 
250 3.180 i Same as Run No. ~90 
350 3.180 ISanw as Run !'o. I If 190 
250 3 t 180 I Lead and Wax 52:0 
L:JI·.· .... I~ 
100 J. 180 I Same all Run 1\'0. 6 l,l80 
100 3,180 ISame as Rur :'\0. I> !,225 
ZlO l,lijO L---=-Iy-
~~~~C3: 
1,110 
Collapse- Distance-. L :: 0.2.5 in. 
130 ',1801 -ILI- 1I,;5~ 
L=:Jlb~DOD~ 
L .." O. ZS in. 
lJO l,I80 I -IL 1_ \1,180 
:> :J [E c:J ~ c::3: 
----- L .. D.lS in. 
• T{) nlf'.et.sure piston 
Vt·!(lci·y 
0.85 IPol~·ethyler..~ 10.25910.5'71 IS.DOc) I. To ra}ihr,lte pro- lonh' proit~ciie .. "t·loci· ... 
it'ctil,,' vdod!... obtain~rl 
0.85 Poly!!thvh.~n4" I O.lS9 lo. 317 14.30:.) 
0.S5 P::>IJ'{"th""lene I o. 2S9 10.517 Ib,700 
10 • 85 P(.lf ~thylene I 0.259 to. 511 .! t. bOn 
0. ~5 Poly~thylene I O.l5') 10.517 10,700 
0.8<; Poly"hylene 1 0.l59 10.5/, 1'1,700 
with piston Vf>i(lcitv I ~o piston vt·lodtv 
• To cahhr.tte piston' 
vt>locity ,\~ainst 
£un powd.~ r 
SaOle l:!ll Run ~o. 
~anle as Run "\:{). 
San1f~ ,l.::I Run :-':0. 
Obt.l.inp.ff "II ,..j,\ta 
O~t.lined "" 11 ,..jat.! 
Pi'!ltc,n rehounrl ... d 
Oht,'\in!"d .tII d.lt,1 
T.ap~r ~ec~i(Jn crack!·d 
n('.~r pre!isurl/'~ 
tr.3In5r.uccr nlot1nt 
• Sanl~ d.!I Run ~n • .!IObt.lint-'fi ,Ill r'l,-l'rl 
• T resOh"f> ~'1e 1."9:S piston r~houn,l 
',')ll!'n of pistcn 
rebouno by .v!rling 
¥.al( to le,ul hLlst 
v.o(d~l.at 
Same as Run. :"<c. t, IOnt,linf"fl ·111 rl.lla. 
P rl!'s su re -r r:.nsf!uce r 
nlount cr:,,("kl:"n a~,,,in 
0.8S !PolyethdeneIO.l59IO.;'17f 14.:'00 I. :-'~me ',IS Run~o. "IObrainerf.;.!lrltl,t 
• To d'H"~","ou' t.t.pt~r Taper section in~ac' 
s""('tion intelZ rit,,- aitt"'r run 
after rep.lir 
O.lO Ipolyt~thyl4"'n~1 O.3Illo.161117.:;OO ITo ("he('k,out !h("o~ ILOW \el()(·it.., "'~IS-
retical (on~t; nt pec~ed .-ju,," to It"arj 
b-:t.,e-pr~3sur~ n~o"'t'rnt'nr rlurin..: pun'p 
launch-C'/cI". Ve'E(~c- cyde 
ity obit:"c!ive; 
)0,000 fps 
O. 195 Ipolyt~thrlf'ne 10. 31l 10.161 I ~i). JOO I. Same as Run Xo. q IPi~ton rl/'~ounrh~d ,~nG 
• To checkout e-ifec- :sieLer! in pump tube 
ti..-ene s s of h:-a ~ !I 
ball,lst-wei/lH 
O.19S1Polyethylenl"'l O. 31Z lO.lt!1117.10( ,. ~;).me as Run :-':0. It;ll~ist(}n rehOllnrlt· ... j 
• Lead piecr .... <~rHI Prt's'iul"'tf' "'1",1i Loil ... rj 
waJl: ca5~ed in 
poh-ethylen~ thin 
wa.1l tulwo 
ru--III ... ZS-f,91 o. 31ltz.. 00 • Sanlt~ .;tS Run :n. q I Pi!iton rebour'lrler! .l.nr~ 
11 II~l"~b9 O.3Il l.OO 15 180 
14 11-14-70 0.18, I l.OO <;0 lOO 
454 ~ c:::3: 2, bOO 0.20 i'oly(~thylene 10.31910-. Ibl .!h.oro 
• r n dt·roe rn1ir::e 
caU!if!' o! pi'Ston 
reboun,1 
• r 0 chof't''''out n"\\. 
p tt! ~ sur.' -.OS I~a I 
rl"si~n 
111 ,h.· .. :~· :,.:un 
per(nrn· ... n(·.,.. \\ith 
nc.,n-cvnst.a.nt ba'H~­
pres sur.' drivinc: 
nil.>,..!"". Ohj.·,ti .. "f·: 
~p,. OOD fp<l 
se-al r"i!t"'rl a~"in 
I a!h!r ", ... ,-tion cr."('"~t·('. 
2,300 O. 340 IPoJ',[ethden~1 O~385 to. 190 I !..1.rltJO : ['0 r!e~ ·rnllr.e 1.\11' ,t,l C);)~ lin.M~ 1,1001 _I L 1-
~ ..- 1'--'110 r----7" n'.I"irrlU~l - I Pi'!'"! '"', r.>·}o'I~':'- < 
L---1 u.. ~ ~ pt~rforr,l.1.h" laun('n-I I , L' 1.0 in. cycle Ii;, ~t'! 
II) 1-IS~70 0.38"'1 Same as Run ~o. 14 L,-400 O. 340 Polve~h'flene O.38S 0.190 l, • .,OO Same.as q:un .\11 d.lla 1)'1: li!'l~r. 
I_e!i!i pi"S'on I"'f·ho:I"'r. L :': 0.7') in. ::0-;0. 14 
------- ----
'6 11-1'.'-70 1 O. 38S I 2.00 lO .!40 1, JvO ISame as Run No. 14 l.,toO O. 3-40 Polyet: • .,.lt·n~· I), l85 0.190 lR. ':;00 Same.u Run .-\11 ·'V,l oh' tint:'r~ 
r _ n '" ... 
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3: 
ftI'l 
j'J 
I. I~" 1 -11.1-
L:=J rr= ~ 0 c::::3: 
14 1-lot-70 ". ~ k'i !..I)U 
')u ! lO') c.30" o. 340 ~h~lv(~thd.:'ne 10. 3d:; l O. l')~ 127,00,) : (,) ';e'; 'rn,~nt' 1,\11 ,t ILl oh' ti:1e,: n~.ll\ ~l\ln'- Pi~~,,'l r"'lO'lnrll"(~ 
p.'rlorn ~n,.' 11~1.,(r-
I I. 'I .. ~,. (".-11' !t:1 i'''' 
I); I-)"I·if) O.1fl::' /. on ·ff' ~IH1 1,IOr) Sdl-I(' .1"- Ihr. ~<(). I j. !.-lnn n. \"';'llpCJh"''1,1.'rt: ;). )~:;. D. 
i L ,'J. 7'~ in. L :""0. 14 I·() I \ II ,1 I' ; C 'I' tl....,~·r Loe"" pi.s'o" rt-,hpu"-! ~~';-jq ().l~) .!.(}O lO !40 1,IIJ!) Safllc ,1.<' Run :\"0. 14 :',')1)0 p. ,)-Ift iJol .... ~·~ ... dt·r., 0.38::; D.I'fO ~H.;flt1 ~an.e H Run :\:' "',tl! o,",·'iiW'(~ 
L 0.5 in. __ ~,?' 1-.1 Pi"~c"n r··I:HHIr:r1t'f: 
17 1-lO-70 O.~R~ f.. no 15 180 it. Sa01C".lsRun:\'o. 14 2.,800 d.>4rl Poh:ethvlt·r.f! 0.18'::; 0.1"0 .1I,!)Or! ~\tn<'.1."'Hlln ·~llf~,\t,of}r~ir.C".~ I 
I L - O. l5 iT.. :"~u. I...; Pi"'tL,n r~·'I>J(l'mr.t·rl 
J8 l-lR-70 I O.-j,HSl-.ooTr~- IRa 71tJ Sanwas Ruo:-";o. 1-1 l.S'::;O 0.1-10 Pc.h·~-.th.,tt·n,! 0.>8'::; 0.190 31,;00 ":;;!r'r't",t~ Hlln \lIrLltl(~~)t1irw'(! 
I.. 0.2:; in. 1;,\;,,). t-.J. f-'l..,t(., l"i··)(l'_lm-~t'f: 
fh~~:"pl"t'~~Urt· 'it'ill I I ~I "."k,· ~-.!(f-70 o.3851!. CO I I:; I lOO ',00 I Same as Ru'1 ~o. 14.!.. 'i00 0.340':1', - \~ l.~n.· O. J81)To' 1 '~()1 . San t~ ,\ ~ Run ~ror.t·l ')r<lt~t' \r l-lu'1d' 
L'" 0.2:5 in. I :\(1. 1.+ -l.Ihe 
I I • r() (-,ht~c1.::oo~ 
I I 3? OG') p~i ).H~ak 
lO Il-11-70 0.185 2.00 
21 Il-6-70 O. ll8 1.5 
2l 11-7-70 O. 1 ~8 1.5 
13 11-9-70 O. ll8 1.5 
l4 11-10-70 O. lB I. S 
25 11-10-70 O. 3c4 1.5 
lh l-II-70 O.3Z() I. S 
17 l-Il- '0 O. llh I. S 
l8 1-.~0-70 O. l.!~ I., 
IS ;'80 
lO 140 
lO 140 
lO 140 
lO 180 
10 I 180 
lO ISO 
to lOO 
lO lOO 
70-41 Same as Hun ~o. 14 
L D.lS in. 
310 I SaPlf! as Run ~(). 
310lS.lnw as Run Nc., 
]lsi -11.1-
L=:J~O~~ 
L J. I) in. 
3Z'50 I Sa''lt~ ,,'!I Run :--J'o. 11 
32:'S I Sar.!I' as ~un ;~o. l3 
ll, Same as RUI, i'o. 
: 44 
-11.1-
~~=:J II: c:J r.:J ~ 
L 0.5 i." 
4551 -ILI--
l. SOO 
.!,340 
ll.170 
~,tdO 
~. hf'O 
2, f,')O 
l,i'O') 
2.lS0 
dldphl'"<I~m 
"",," [""""""'"0 I "" '"' I"" '" I "."'" I: '),l.nie> ,lS RU.l :\(1_ 14 
To C~f~t:l"'(jllr 
colla~si.b!c n.t"l h-
.:>.nisn', v. ich 
n ,lchinerl li!rovt"~ 
o. IlW IPoh"ethylen", i O. ll0 10. IljO T{) ch ... ck')~lf 't.""" 
pump tuh~'3 
\ll f~at 'I. ol--)uirt',j 
l-'i.s~t:n rt'~()!~r,!l rt·dll( ,~d 
:\[odd "1rok ... 
o. jlf\! IS,,,n"~ as Run Ciln 0p~'r.II.~d 
~ _____ -l-__ ....j'-_....j ___ .....j..:.:\:(J. ! 1 :.-.at is ~a.d(lrilli 
O. ]90 1(, (~h·t:k()lJt I'fl"(:f 
of Scotchoh .. '01-
! .. ps.ihte r~H'ch.lni""'~l 
0.193 (Pol),t'thyle."; O. 113 10.150 1"7 ,ODD IS .mr as Run 
:'--0 • .!3 
o. 1 ~3 Ipoh'cth\'len,· I O. 3l-t 10. 150 I .!t., OWl I San' Run 
n. II!: (Polyethde-ne 0.3l6 
0.191 IPOlyethvlene O.3l.,IO.ISO 
31. SOl) 
l.7,~Or) 
~o. Ll 
To attempt hil.: "U' r 
-"ptq·d limit 
To t" '"lluart' ,·d()~·t·d 
,tlur'nincnl coll.dpsihlt· 
n't·ch.")ni::Jn1 rlt!sii:!'" 
'\ll r!·lt.~ "bt,d,n~·r\ 
:\0 piston rt'h()II'l~1 
,\11 -llt,\ I,btair.'l"d 
";() 1"'·~)OIl!'rf 
,\II ~!",1 t,bt.th('d 
:'\(, PI<;'Orl rebOII"H; 
COIl·'P~lhlp n) .. ·c~~'~i!inl 
sh ".-of' rt:"ri 
.\11 d.:&t,l ·,b- tin<t"d 
:'\"0 pi"tor rl'~)()llnrl 
\tl rlat I oht"li'I"J..·r! 
:'\{) ?, -st,">n rt·).)()l.Inf~ 
O. 193 H;>olvethylene I O. 3ll, II). 150 1'0 e .. ·aluat.,. 17--1 F'H ,f(,(it"1 brok.' d'!ri-ll! 
('oHap!'libll!'"- launt·h, p(l:;.~ibl\.' ~il!'" to :c:J~~C3: mt"chani~n rlt"sicn; hi~h rli,'tohr,l~n ~._ ~ I . I.' III in. \0.000 u,;d;aphr"<n' pr.· .. .,r·· 
l'J tJ-Zl-70 t 1.1l611. -; I.!o I 2:00 "'----455 Same as Fun No. lS S,Irr.e ,1"1 Run Art dc\t.:1 obtalnt·.rf ,\ite-T 
l'l l1-l~-70 I O. llh I 1.5 lO 240 
31 l-ll·70 O. III 1.5 ZO 180 
}l l4-1-70 O.lll I.S ZQ 180 
-4'>:, I~ame ..lS Rur: }.!o. lS .2, ~)OO 
1 '0 ISame .18 Run ~o. 1 2.1-40 
3]0 ISame a8 Run No. l.540 
O. 193 I Poly.~thylcne I o. 3~'r, 10. 150 
:'-:0. L8 launc~ tubt'" horH·d 
S,lnH~ as Run 
~o • .!8 
!\.!t,r!t"l, !l"';J.lS of ·.}p~r 
~t~("!ion, ,lnr: rliap-lr.iL:n1 
all hroko!" 
o. ~O Polyeth"lf>ne 10. 31l 10.1:;0 Ilt.>,BOO I Io (,-hed::out and L()v, per'for."t'ance 
calibra~«· tt!'mpor'ary o:or~'p.-Ir_'ri "'ith Run 
rt"'"pair of tapt""r St'c- :0-.:0. l ... ,fue to loc<"11 
tion ,lntl lO,OOG psi t·nl.ilT;.!,"rTH·nt in ! l.p~r 
brt"ak diaphragm section 
O.~O Polrll!thvlene O. 3lZ 10. )50 Sana'" a!l Run ~lo'l('1 ~)rokt" r.urh~ 
i. :\;0. 31 la.unch . H 1""1.-70 10. }J.1 II,' ') \lO I 180 I 110 l:-i .. n'~ ... e Run i'o. • II ~. 680 I tJ.lG Poh t'"th',lene o.}.!-, O. }'".fj l7, 100 lu dlt"ckof..lt ncvo 1 ..~1l data ohr'iLnt!d "'-+---:--+--'c:-1~-:--+--+--:-:c:-_t-c:-:,,+: I--------:-----.-----t.~-:_:,.,__t--:_::_+:_----_+ -:-_-::-if--:-c:-If-:-_:c:--Jf-:I:-all..c:nch tllh~ " [~" ode I r,or.\tt-rl 
11 ... 14-!~70 I O. Jli I l.S I lO I ISO I 310 ISame as Run ~o. 1..i>7f) 10- 'JI)I) Le~an O_l.!7 O • .!OO lh,30n To ch~·{'lt.nut n'or!.·l l 'll del-C) obt.dnt·(j 
IS 14-1-70 O. Jl' 1 I. .. 10 ~O,~, ... ~.5 ,SamE" ;).8 Pun l'\o. 
~&+--4-0-70 0.3Z7 1.5 10 HO ~'j5 (Saine ,.s; R'1n :\"0. lS 
17 14-10-7, I O. ll7 1 1.5 10 140 l]O ISa.m(" "l:'§. Run No. i3 
18 
I 
lIu I ,-11.1-
I> !~C3: I --- L '" 1. 0 In. 
310-SaOic ')'$ Run No • .l8---1'1 
~-ll-70 
4-1l-70 
O.ll7 
O.3.!7 
1.5 
I. S 
10 
lO 
180 
180 
I 'lIn 1,-. ... , .. "'''' 0 .... ...: .... 
l, )10 0.!.3 I Lf'_'lCan 
2. ,,10 0.13 l_c".an 
l.700 O.ll ILl('xan 
~,700 0.l3 Lexan 
.2:,670 O. Z3 L(~"a.n 
r ,. 7.1(\ 
rl.~~i~r ~nrl ,·ftt·c! of 
nlotiel nl,'t'S ... 
O. ll7 1(I.lOa i l'!. noo ITo ev.]u''';:·-p''-is-',-,'-, -+1-'''''11-'':-''-''-'-'''''-'-'-';'''''' 
O. 117 10.loO Ilb.~nO 
n,,~!5 ,..; i·f(~'d 
To cfJif'd«)l.lt 17·-4 
coll,tp.o;ihh--
n t·t:ha.ni.;;n', vdth t'1in 
rHaphr,'t~n' 
;\U rfH<1. oht.tin.·,..j 
!doolf'l p,l.rti t!h brn!< .. 
o. ~!7 IO.LOOll4 t hOO ITo ched.- pi-;ton 1\11 rj,lt,1 (',bttinN! 
O.3l7 10. ~OO I ~ ....... ;00 
O.1.l7 J O. lOQ 
n t;;.n 
n a~ ... 'proi~·dit" 
velocity r~t.ltion5h,o 
To chedr pl,u .. ic 
colun,n (oH,\ps i~)ie­
nlt~ch.ani~n 
To ch("('it' H~ .i&nd 
.... ,lod· .. rela!ion'§hip 
,\11 ,I,H.I 01,' 'lin ... ,-' 
H \f(>r'l!.'"[ t tin ~ '11",.-' ('I 1 
"r.?it!'(ton "---t 
"j 
~ 
,.1 
.. " 
• 
,.\; I 
It:· 
Ii' 
, 'i' 
! ) 
I
'i 
) 
" 
irl 
I 
I 
,I 
.. I, 
bJ 
W 
ID 
~ 
s: 
fiT1 
j'J 
." 
o 
r-
C 
o 
C 
.-t 
-n 
~ 
fT1 
~ 
L. •• " ... " __ ,,.~_ .• ____ _ 
n \-U-iJ I lJ. '~Lb I." .!o lfJ() 
lA 13-l0 -/0 O. \lh 1 I, 0 lO I.O(J 
l', Il-2l-70 O.1l611,5 lC' I.{)(, 
311 13-~S-70 O.31.b 1.') .!.o l-1O 
Jl J 4- I -7(\ lJ.lU --+---1----IHO 1.') ~') 
~14 ... t-"tJ 0. jr!."1 1.0 t.o-T·-,~u--
H 14-l·70 0.327 1 I. S 20 11<0 
lo 14-l·70 O. ·}l7 1 1. s 10 lOO 
344 
-I LI-' L.,700 
2~:=:J rr: G:J c::J ~ 
L 1".13 in, 
4551 -ILI- 2,380 
2 I~Egd~ 
-.-- L 1/2. in. 
45'5 I~ In\(! .ot.., HUll No. LR l,420 
1:;5 1~ ltl'(~ d~ Hun .!.R l,600 
~ 1 (J I S..lUlI' ,IS RUn No, I Z.S-1-0 
310 I b<un~ a8 ltun No, 1 ~, 680 
310 ISame a!t Run No. 2,670 
4~5 I Same as Run No. 2,370 
1l.I'n IJ(, 1 YI~t:, y ll~ ne O. 3.UJ :O.I:'U I .!.7.S0() 
D,l(n IPolv(>t:'f1clle I O. 32.610.150 
If! ",,'alu,-tt.> ~1(JI1t'd \1; rl"~.t nhl.lin.'·! 
alen inun. ~·')lIapsil-)lt' :-'(J pi~T(lll r"iJ("IIl'! 
n1,·cha'li..;n, rl"sj':n 
10 c'.·aluat~ 17-·1 !'H If\.~I'(~t'l b.ro:.:-t. (1';rill'~' 
collapHihlf'- hl\lI:.-h, lIu" .... lblv -Iu.-
llll'ch,\lij"'n d.·.'iiun; hlj . d~ l:i,\p~r.1).:r· 
H),OOO :)sirli"nhl"'i\cn, IH't'S~\Jr" 
0, }',3 Ip'»)y(·thyh·nt~ I n. ~l6 10. ISO I ~7. SOO IS,~ni(~ a~ HUll 
'\:". LR 
.0\11 (:,11 it O!J!,lltl,'I; 
I,; Ilt (h 'lJIJo' '"Ull,"" 
O. IY3 Ipolyethyll~ne 10. 3lf, 10. ISO! IS,.1Illt' ciS Ihl'l 
".:n LA 
0.3050 I Lexan 0.327 10.200Il6,300 ITo ('h,~ck()ut model IAIl nata obL!int.~rl 
desi~n and ,.,.((Pct of 
o10riel OliJ S S 
0.2.3 1 Lexan To evaluate piston All fl<l.ta obLd!1ed 
~_ _. . C/la.SS effect 
36 i4 .. tJ-i'1 I 0.32.711. silo 2.40 4sslsame as Run 1\:0. lR To checkout '7_4 All data obtained 
(,ollapHible- Modtd partiall\· hroJ.~· 
11 r~chanisrn with thin 
dL.phrdgm 
17 4~I'l~70 0.ll711.5 10 140 2.30 ISamp. as Run !\Io. 13 2,700 O. l3 ! Lexan n.ll7 10.looll.1,(lOO ITo t.hed: pbton I\ll da!a nbtaint'fl 
l,700 O.l3 ILexan 
--.L---::-:-t7~---'I~iOll" I "" I -1'1- M,,,',,""".',,".",, 
I ~ I , ; '" '"" ,,-, ~ .----? '" ,""" '" "",' .. "",, '38 14-1}-7t) O. )27 . ~  ~ . I velocity relationshIp tralf. 
_L-l.Ol:1. 2670 I I lO 180 I 310 ISame as Run No. 38 , ~4-b-70 I D.ll? 1.5 
n,ass Ipr-oi~·(tib" 
velocity r-elationship 
o.3l710.1001l(J,lioO ITn ~heck plastic IAIl (j,I'a ol)lail",·£l 
column col1api"'ihle 
nH~chani~n, 
714-14-70 0.334 1 1.5 20 100 0.150 IlB, 000 To (·heck t"ffe-ct of Model tllmh)'~fl 
~ I I I Except .::olurnn length wa s O. 5 in. __ +-I ___ +0_.:.,.5_i_"_. _,_·o_lu_m_" ___ I-_________ _ 
... -,-lO-'f) 0.316 1.5 lO 180 u.l50j l7,800 Tn thechc'.J nt~'" (;(,ocllaul1ch, j',·.-llt al . 
42 14-21-70 D. 316 1 1.5 20 180 3101 -ILI-
L=:JlIDOC3: 
L :~ D. 25 h. 
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The piston rebounding becarre more pronounced than in the calibration runs. 
The only difference in piston de::;ign was that an aluminum collapsible-
mechanism (0. 25-in. travel, 12,000 psi fail load) similar to the design in 
Figure 4-1 was us~d. One of the collaps.ible mechanisms recovere1 after 
the run is shown in Figure 4-3. 
The pistons that rebound into the pump tubes required firing another piston 
to shoot it out. The galling was quite severe. 
At this point it was realized that the friction between the piston and pumr 
tube wall could not be ignored as assumed in the theory. The friction fc:. ,-
became great early in the launch cycle when the hydrogen pressure bl·~a 
to more than 20,000 psi. Close examination of the inside wa11s of thE I~.~n­
pressure components (pump tube and taper section) revealed a thin fi_:c· 
deposit of piston material after Each run. This suggested that the wa'~ .:r = 
tion actually sheared off the outer layer of the piston like the molting action 
of a snake. 
A rough calculation, based on the shear stress of the piston materials, showed 
the piston wasted a significant portion of its energy in overcoming the launch-
cycle friction. 
A slow, lengthy (large shear-area) and heavy piston, as required by the 
constant base-pressure launch-cycle, would prematurely stop. As a result, 
the base pressure of the model started at the correct level, but declined very 
rapidly as the piston fell off f1"Om the theoretical trajectory. The remaining 
high-pressure hydrogen in the chamber forced the piston back into the pump 
tube. 
Since the relationship of piston friction and gun-loading conditions is unknown, 
the pursuance of the constant base-pressure cycle was terminated in favor oi 
the maximurr-performance cycle 1iscussed:n Section 4. 1 and shown in 
Figure 4-2. 
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Figure 4-3. Plain Collapsing Mechanism Recover- r! After Run
4.4 MAXIMUM-PERFORMANCE LAUNCH-CYCLE
Since these -%vas no simple theory to govern the maximum-perforn ante
launch-cycle, a family- of empirica l curves based on the available informa-
tion %vas generated. Figure 4	 presents one of the typical families of
curves. To v.:rify these curves experimentally, two alternative approaches
can be taken. For example:
A. The gun may be l..aded to follo ,,x- the curve l r%-ithout employing any
collapsible mechanism on the first attempt. The subsequent runs
will incorporate colla p sible mechanisms of various shear loads
and c..11ap6 2 distances to map out curves 4
B. On the first attemh l^ the Tun may be loaded with a collapsible mecha-
nism of sufficient shear strenLith and maximum collapse-distance so
as to follow curve 5. The subsequent runs would incorporate identical
loading, parameters except for the collapse ii.:tances. This procedure
is particularly preferred for runs near gun-rupture loading conditions.
In this program the A approach was used for runs of moderate loadintz
conditions, and the B approach for maximi,m loading conditions.
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4.4.1 Aluminum Collapsing Mechanism
It was established in the constant base-pressure launch-cycle tests that the
friction between the plain-aluminum collapsing-mechanism and the walls of
the high-pressure components was so great that the piston always retarded
prematurely. As a result, the aluminum collapsing-mechanisms were modi-
fied as shown in Figure 4-4. The outer rings sheared off when the friction
on the wall became great, leaving the center core to continue compressing
hydrogen in the chamber at the desired rate. 7075-T6 Aluminum was used
for the collpasing meth ,-nism with the shear disc designed to fail when
chamber hydrogen pressure reached 24, 000 psi. Two series of tests were
conducted; the first, runs 14 through 20 (Table 4-1), with a 2-in. ID pump
tube and 0. 385-in. ID launch tube; the second series, runs No. 26 and 27
(Table 4-1), with a 1. 50-in. ID pump tube and 0. 326-in. ID launch tube.
4.4. 2 Glass-Reinforced Eposy (Scotchply) Collapsing-Mechanism
Scotchply has good shear strength due to the orientation of its glass filaments.
The friction coefficient is lower than aluminum under high temperature.
Figure 4-4. Modified Aluminum Collapsing-Mechanisrr,
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Hence, runs No. 23, 24, and 25 were devoted to evaluating the material as a 
candidate for the collapsing mechanism (shear disc designed to fail at 
20,000 psi) (Figure 4-5). No piston rebound was observed during any of the 
three runs, thus verifying the low-friction characteristic assumption. 
However, severe material delamination of the mechanisms was noticed. 
4.4.3 17-4 PH Stainless-Steel Collapsing-Mechanism 
To meet design requirements for the shear disc to fail at 50,000 psi chamber 
pressure, high strength steel must be employed. 17-4 PH stainless steel, 
h~at-treated to 900 H, was chosen for its strength. However, the metal was 
too hard for the gun components so that ring-groove design similar to the 
aluminum collapsing-mechanism was not feasible. To prevent scoring, Lexan 
sleeves were threaded over the 17-4 PH stainless steel mechanism (Figure 4-6). 
Runs No. 28, 29 and 30 (Table 4-1) were made to evaluate the effectiveness of 
this design. It was found that the high-shear design performance approaches 
_l,j,t of the piston with no collapsing mechan: .m. This is to be expected. 
4.4.4 Variable Recessing-Rate Collapsing-Mechanism 
Evaluation of performance of the previous piston designs indicated one fault 
common to all previous piston designs might exist without detection. It was 
the movement of the front polyethylene piston (Figure 4-1) during the pet'iod 
of disconnecting from the rear assembly through the recessing of the col-
lapsing mechanism. Should the front piston exhaust its energy during this 
period, it might reverse its course causing a sudden drop in chamber 
pres.,;ure. Thus, a variable recessing-rate collapSing-mechanism capable 
of retarding the push of the rear piston assembly, but continuously exerti~g 
a mild pressure on the front piston during the period of retardation, was 
highly desirable. 
Several mechanisms were proposed and statically tested. A simple Lex.an 
cylinder drilled with a given number of holes along its-longitudinal axis 
fitted the requirement. For exampJe, a 2-in. dia cylinder of • 5-in thick 
material drilled with 24 evenly spaced O. 3l2-in. holes along its longitudinal 
axis, started to displace under static axial load equivalent to 5,000 psi at the 
ends. The tes~ specimen was contained in a heavy-walled ~teel pipe while 
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Figure 4 -5. Glass-Reinforced Epoxy Collapsing-Mechanism 
Figure 4·6 . 17-4PH Stainless Steel Collapsing M.:!ch ;mism 
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subjected to this load. The displacement did not stop until the load rose
to a pressure of 30, 000 psi on the ends.
Twelve shots have been run to verify the variable-recessing rate collapsing-
mechanisms. The results have been very promising. Figure 4-7 sho"vs a
typical piston of this type. The center piece had been subjected to a static
load equivalent of 20, 000 psi on its ands.
4.5 MISCELLANEOUS RUNS
Many runs were made during the piston design evaluations to establish base
lines and to remove uncertainties such as effects of leaks, component
deformation, and instrumentation failures.
Figure 4 . 7. Variable Recessing-Rate Collapsing-Mechanism
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Sect ion 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The concept of approximating the constant base-pressure launch-cycle in a 
light -gas gun has been demonstrated to be feasible both theoretically and 
experimentally. However, during the early portion of the program some 
significant discrepancie s between the theory and the experiment were found. 
Physical evidence s such as the phenomena of the piston rebounding into the 
pump lub~ during some of the runs, the difficulties encc,untered in piston 
removal after the runs, and the appearance of the pistol: assembly after 
being freed from Lhe pump tube all indicated the dominance of friction, which, 
in the theory of the constant base-pressure launch-cycle, was assumed to be 
small. A rough calculation using the shear stress value of the piston 
material to approximate the friction between the wall of the chamber and the 
piston assembly confirmed the conclusion derived from the physical evidences. 
The modified piston designs (Figures 4-3 through 4-7), employing the principle 
of molting, successfully oVercame the problem of friction and yielded much 
higher muzzle velocities. 
Unfortunately. there is no simple mathematical model for friction that can b'") 
included in the analysis of the launch cycles. But, it is believed that there 
exists a piston whose kinetic energy (correct mass and and velocity corn-
bination), together with the collapsing mechanism, is optimum to produce a 
near constant base-pressure launch-cycle. This optimtlln piston velocity is 
always highr::r than the theoretical value because of the friction. The smaller 
the piston friction the closer the constant base-pressure launch-cycle can be 
approached. 
The collapsible-piston mechanism functioned as expected. For a given 
loading condition, the muzzle velocity increases as the collapsing distance 
decreases. Zero collapsing distance corresponds to a solid piston. It was 
concluded that for an identical life span of the gun components. launch cycles 
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incorporating the collapsible piston assemblie s yielded higher muzzle 
velocitie s than the solid pistons. Also, the maximum muzzle velocity 
achievable by a. given gun can be extended by incorporating a collapsible 
piston of proper design. 
In thE:' routine operation of an ordinary two- stage light-gas gun, the piston is 
often ballasted by weights to achieve proper mass. The weight housings 
usually contain voids which in some ways function similarly to the variable-
rec:essing rate collapsing-mechanism to effectively damp out the sharp 
pressure peaks. 
The very high rupture pressure of the launch-tube diaphragm (over 30,000 psi) 
has an important effect on the gun performance (Figure 4-2). Higher dia-
phragm burst pressure yields higher muzzle velocity. However, ordinary 
projectile materials such as Lexan and polyethylene cannot survive extremely 
high shock-loading conditions. It is recommended that an exper;.mental 
investigation of stronger projectile mate' :als such as magnesium lithium be 
conducted. Since friction of the piston has been identified as the main 
obstacle to the successful operation of the constant base-pressure light-gas 
gun, it is recommended that an experimental program be initiated to develop 
a piston with eithe r negligible or predicatable friction. 
The sound speed of the hydrogen, an important factor in gun performance, 
may !>e significantly in error with the ideal gas as&umption. Hence, it is 
further recommended that a real gas model, coupled with the collapsible 
piston concept, be incorporated into the analysis of the constant base-
pressure launch-cycle. This improved theory should yield higher muzzle 
velocities and lower peak pressures in the gun than those simplified analyses 
employing either an h"~al gas with collapsible piston or a real gas with solid 
)iston. 
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